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Abstract: The food system, the most important driver of planetary transformation, is broken.
Therefore, seeking a sustainable and socially-fair transition pathway out of this crisis becomes an issue
of utmost priority. The consideration of food as a commodity, a social construct that played a central
role in this crisis, remains the uncontested narrative to lead the different transition pathways, which
seems rather contradictory. By exploring the normative values on food, this paper seeks to understand
how relevant is the hegemonic narrative of food as commodity and its alternative of food as commons
to determine transition trajectories and food policy beliefs. Applying the multi-level perspective
framework and developing the ill-studied agency in transition, this research enquired food-related
professionals that belong to an online community of practice (N = 95) to check whether the valuation
of food is relevant to explain personal stances in transition. Results suggest that the view of food as
commodity is positively correlated with a gradually-reforming attitude, whereas food as commons is
positively correlated with the counter-hegemonic transformers, regardless of the self-defined position
in the transition landscape (regime or niches). At a personal level, there are multiple loci of resistance
with counter-hegemonic attitudes in varied institutions of the regime and the innovative niches,
many of them holding this discourse of food as commons. Conversely, alter-hegemonic attitudes are
not positively correlated with the alternative discourse, and they may inadvertently or purportedly
reinforce the neoliberal narrative. Food as commons seems to be a relevant framework that could
enrich the multiple transformative constituencies that challenge the industrial food system and
therefore facilitate the convergence of movements that reject the commodification of food.
Keywords: food valuation; food as commons; food as commodity; transition theory; narratives of
transition; agency in transition; transformative agency; counter-hegemonic attitudes; gradual reformers

1. Introduction
“Food is not a commodity”. This statement seems to be increasingly concealing agreement from
very different constituencies and political leaders, starting from Pope Francisco’s headlines-catching
encyclical text “Laudato si” [1] with noteworthy thoughts delivered in recent speeches at FAO (2014)
and WFP (2016), followed by Via Campesina’s representatives in hundreds of conferences [2], the U.S.
President Clinton’s statement delivered in 2008 (“Food is not a commodity like others... it is crazy of
us to think we can develop a lot of these countries by treating food like it was a colour television set”
(quoted by Philip McMichael [3])) and ending with numerous researchers from different disciplines [4,5].
Pope Francis, voicing a renewed Catholic Social Teaching (According to some authors [6], former
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Catholic doctrine of property was influenced by the classical liberal tradition founded by John Locke [7].
However, the revision of this doctrine brought the principle of the universal destination of the world’s
goods having precedence over the right to private property (Laudato Si, para 93) [1]), said during
his Rome speeches that “it is painful to see the struggle against hunger and malnutrition is hindered
by the primacy of profit, which have reduced foodstuffs to a commodity like any other, subject to
speculation, also of a financial nature” and that “we have made the fruits of the Earth—a gift to
humanity—commodities for a few, thus engendering exclusion”, whereas “we are no longer able to see
the just value of food, which goes far beyond mere economic parameters”. Nowadays, however, the
industrial food system continues treating food as a commodity and not as a sustainer of life [8] (p. 11),
being its value no longer based on its many dimensions that bring us security and health, but on the
tradable features that can be valued and priced in the market. Value and price are thus mixed up,
superseding non-economic dimensions, such as being the essential fuel for the human body or its
relevance for individuals’ and societies’ culture. Accepting that the dominant industrial food system
is in a deep crisis [9–11], recognizing that multiple stakeholders are looking for different transition
pathways out of this crisis [12] and based on the idea that the commodification of food is the major
structural cause of this crisis [13], this paper explores the different dimensions of food relevant to
humans, how food-related professionals value these dimensions and what valuations are more often
found in different loci of the transitional food system, thus contributing to the understanding of the
role of agency in steering transition pathways in the global food system.
In this paper, the contemporary industrial food system is identified as the dominant regime,
its primary narrative of “food as a commodity” being the hegemonic discourse regarding the valuation
of food, after Gramsci’s concept of hegemony of ideas [14], and the default political attitudes are
interpreted as follows: gradual reforming as the preferred stance by the actors that conform to the
regime [15,16] and transformative innovations to be the most prevalent within those respondents
working in niches [17,18].
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 explains the symptoms of the deep crisis that affect the
dominant regime of the global food system, here termed as the industrial food system. Those symptoms
are then linked in Section 3 to the absolute commodification of food, a social construct identified as the
underlying cause that fuels this crisis. Section 4 provides an introduction to the multi-level perspective
of socio-technical transitions and explains the meanings of agency in transition and agency in food
systems. Section 5 moves beyond the theoretical approaches to agency to explain the three proxy
indicators used to understand agency in this paper, namely the transition locus, the political attitudes
and the valuation of food, as well as the different typologies created. Section 6 describes the methodology,
justifies the appropriateness of the global sample (understood as a community of practice with web-based
connections) and describes the interviewees. Results are presented in detail in Section 7, firstly with
descriptive results of the agency variables and then detailing the correlation and regression analyses.
Section 8 incorporates the discussion of the main results and the implications of the different valuations
of food dimensions and regime-niches’ dialectical relationships. The paper concludes in Section 9 with
the recognition that the normative way we value food, either as a commons or a commodity, shapes our
attitude in the transition scenario. Finally, there is a call to food-related scholars from different disciplines
to critically engage with the unfolding of the alternative narrative of “food as a commons” where the
multiple dimensions of food, other than the economic ones, are equally and properly valued. Due to
space restrictions, Supplementary Materials for Section 5 (agency variables), Section 6 (methodology)
and Section 7 (results) and three appendixes are included at the end of the article.
2. The Food System Is Broken
The global food system is in crisis —when referring to global, the author is mostly referring to
the industrial food system that conforms the dominant regime— and therefore, multiple tensions are
pushing for exit alternatives to this crisis stage (called transition pathways in this research). The current
economic model of endless growth is pushing us inexorably towards the limits of natural resources
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and planetary life support systems, limits that we have already surpassed for four out of nine global
thresholds [19]. Human beings are becoming the main cause of planetary transformation, leading
us to a new era that has been termed as the Anthropocene by geologists [20] or the Capitalocene
by sociologists [21]. Within the human-made set of activities that are drastically transforming Earth,
food-production leads the way [22]. Agriculture, the economic activity forty percent of the world’s
population relies on for their livelihood [23], is the main driver of Earth’s destruction. Although the need
for a drastic shift has become commonly accepted by many scholars from different disciplines [10,24],
the transition pathway to follow is still subject to dispute.
Globally speaking, we have a troublesome relationship with food, as more than half the world
eats in ways that damage their health [25]. Obesity and undernutrition affect an estimated 2.3 billion
people globally [26], and we have still 795 million undernourished people in the world [27]. The ironic
paradoxes of the globalized industrial food system are that 70% of hungry people are themselves
food producers [28]; food kills people [29,30]; food is increasingly not for humans (a great share is
diverted to biofuel production and livestock feeding [31]); and one third of global food production
ends up in the garbage every year, enough to feed 600 million hungry people [32]. The side-effects
of the industrial food system can be summarized in high water waste [33]; the impoverishment of
the nutritious properties of some foods [34]; an overemphasis on the production of empty and cheap
calories that increase obesity; soil degradation and biodiversity loss amongst others.
Due to this crisis, multiple voices call for a paradigm shift, although the values, narratives,
economic and moral foundations of that new aspirational and inspirational paradigm are not yet
elucidated. There are several narratives of transition on where do we want to go and how are we going
there. Nevertheless, it is worth mentioning that, despite this call for “a paradigm shift”, major analyses
on flaws in the global food system and the very existence of hunger do not question the very nature of
food as a private good [25,35–37]. Yet, there is a growing consensus in certain areas of academic research,
as well as within the transformational social movements that consider the absolute commodification
of food as one of the faulty rationales that are leading us to this crisis. This commodification obscures
other non-economic dimensions that are quite important for individuals and society as a whole.
3. Commodification as a Major Cause of This Crisis
The conversion of goods and activities into commodities has been a dominant force transforming
all societies since at least the mid-nineteenth century [38,39], a process that has led to today’s dominant
industrial system that fully controls international food trade [28] and increasingly exerts a monopoly
over agricultural inputs, such as seeds [40], water [41], land [42], agro-chemicals or machinery [43],
while failing to feed the world’s population in a sustainable manner. Considering food as a commodity
refers to unbranded or undifferentiated items from multiple producers, such as staple grain, beef meat
or fresh vegetables that are largely valued by its price in the market. What makes food a commodity is
the reduction of its multiple values and dimensions to that of market price, being profit maximization
the only driving ethos that justifies the market-driven allocation of such an essential for human
survival [44]. Profit-seeking explains why food is wasted and food is actually not meant to feed
people. The industrial food system basically operates to accumulate and underprice highly caloric
food resources and maximize the profit of enterprises instead of maximizing the nutrition and health
benefits of food to all [45,46]. As a commodity, international food trade that only accounts for 23% of
global food production [47] is dominated by a few transnational companies [45].
The social construct of food as a commodity denies its non-economic attributes in favor of its
tradable features, namely durability, external beauty and the standardization of naturally-diverse food
products, leading to a neglect of the nutrition-related properties of food, alongside with an emphasis on
cheap calories. These cheap calories are low-cost sources of dietary energy, such as refined grains, added
sugars and fats, which, inexpensive and tasty, together with salt, form the basis of ultra-processed
industrial food; the more nutrient-dense lean meats, fish, fresh vegetables and fruit are generally
more costly because they are not so highly subsidized [48]. They not only come at great cost to the
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environment (the sustainability issue), but also human health (the obesity issue) and social relations
(eating alone is mounting). The “low cost” industrial food system that delivers cheap food —food is
cheap in just one specific sense: more calories produced with less average labor-time in the globalized
commodity chain system [49]—to a large proportion of the world’s population is based on capitalism’s
greatest strength, namely its capacity to create and appropriate cheap natures, these being labor, food,
energy or raw materials [50].
Under capitalism, the value in use (feeding people) is highly dissociated from its value in
exchange (price in the market) [51], giving primacy to the latter over the former [52]. Food as a pure
commodity can be speculated on by investors —speculation on food commodity futures represents
the most extreme effect of the commodification of food [10] with no recognition of its dimension
as an essential element of life—modified genetically and patented by corporations, or diverted
from human consumption just to maximize profit, the latest twist on this being the substitutionism
of food commodities [53], whereby tropical products (sugar cane, palm oil, etc.) are replaced by
agro-industrial and pharmaceutical by-products (for high fructose corn syrup, margarine, etc.). In the
dominant narrative of the industrial food system, food is valued as a commodity and a tool of power,
while humans are merely seen as consumers whose only way of asserting their autonomy is via the
ultimately pointless choice between food brands [54]. Food agency is restricted to the “sovereign act of
consuming”, which leads to a loss of agency to govern a vital resource.
To many, this reduction of the food dimensions to one of a commodity explains the roots of
the failure of the global food system [55,56]. Moreover, market rules not only put prices to goods,
but in doing so, markets corrupt their original nature [57]. The commodification of food crowds out
non-market values and the idea of food as something worth caring about, such as recipes associated
with some types of food, the conviviality of cooking or eating together, the local names of forgotten
varieties and dishes or the traditional moral economy of food production and distribution, materialized
in the ancient and now proscribed practices of gleaning and famine thefts. Those food-related qualities
can neither be valued nor regulated by the market, which is why the treatment of food as simple
commodity results often in social upheaval [16].
4. Theoretical Premises of “Agency in Food Transitions”
The Multi-Level Perspective (MLP) on sustainable transitions is a theoretical framework that
explains the transition pathways towards an enhanced sustainability between different stages of
socio-economic systems [58,59]. As the global food system is transiting from a multiple crises stage
towards an aspirational sustainable one, this framework is judged as appropriate to be used here.
Key elements in this theory are the innovative niches, the dominant regime and the broader landscape,
as well as the interactions between these three elements [60]. Niche-innovations may gradually develop
through learning processes, the expansion of social networks and supporting constituencies, as well
as the articulation of appealing visions and expectations [61], in what is termed as the narrative.
Socio-technical transitions may take different pathways, and they involve contested processes in
numerous loci, multiple social groups, diverging narratives of transition, clashing ideologies and
vested interests, many of which are outside the immediate control of policymakers.
However, the transition theory, as originally formulated, seems to be insufficient to explain the
forces that enable the fittest niches to become relevant competitors of the mainstream regime and
how some of those niches may co-exist, confront or replace the mainstream all along the transition
pathway. A fine-tuned analysis of driving agents in the socio-technical regimes has to be conducted so
as to understand the main role of agency, exemplified here as actual people in existing institutions
holding specific values or defending a particular narrative, the power balance of different agents and
the hegemonic paradigms.
Human agency in transition drinks obviously from the theory of agency in development and
the theoretical approaches to multi-dimensional poverty undertaken by Amartya Sen, who defined
agency as “an assessment of what a person can do in line with his or her conception of the good” [62].
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People who enjoy high levels of agency are engaged in actions that are congruent with their values [63]
or their own interests [64] (p. 15); human agency, either individual or collective, is fundamentally
cultural, and the role of narratives is central in its underpinning [65].
Along those lines, agency in transition can be understood as motivations, beliefs and values of
individual agents steering or influencing the transition pathways [66], and its conceptualization in
transition theory has not been properly addressed, being a recurrent subject of critique by authors
that analyzed the politics of transitions [67,68]. Actually, although it is the agency of actors that drives
transitions [69], agency-sensitive analysis of sustainable transitions has been very rare in the first period
of the transition academic research. As a sort of defense, Geels responded that transition trajectories
and alignments were always enacted by social groups (or in our particular research, a community of
practice) [59].
In the last few years (and especially since the 2008 food crisis), the MLP framework has increasingly
been used to understand transitions in the agricultural and food systems [70–73], transitions spurred by
the generalized feeling that the 2008 crisis of international food prices was just a symptom of a broader
and structural problem in the globalized industrial food system. As food production and consumption
practices are essentially social, cultural, as well as biological [54], understanding “agency” beyond the
socio-technical innovations, enabling legal frameworks and policies that frame transitions is pivotal to
interpret the dynamics of change and the struggle between transition trajectories. Food is one of the
structures of society [74] (p. 53); the desire for food is the most powerful driver of human agency [75];
and food has been associated with agency [76], power [77] and a means to contest the system [78].
Therefore, conflict and contestation are inherent to food systems because they involve the production,
distribution and access of a vital resource for humans that greatly structures our societies and largely
shapes our cultivated planet. Therefore, understanding transitions in the global food system cannot be
fully undertaken without addressing “individual agency of food system actors”, either in the form
of the powerful agency of regime actors trying to protect their status and only accepting gradual
reforming proposals or as transformational agency aimed to revolutionize the system, a position
that can be materialized as counter-hegemonic constituencies (i.e., food sovereignty, agro-ecology) or
alter-hegemonic ones (i.e., transition, de-growth, commons).
5. Agency Variables Explained
This research aims to elucidate the “individual agency in food systems in transition” that informs
different scales and depths of change, has different views on production and consumption, takes
inspiration from different academic disciplines, represents different views on policy and embodies
different epistemological and normative assumptions. It is important to stress that we are analyzing
human agency (people’s values and narratives and political attitudes) and not institutional agency or
mandates. Although the author recognizes the complexity and nuances of personal positions, food
valuations and attitudes of transition cannot be encapsulated in two or three typologies (as presented
below); this research is a first exploratory analysis of different food valuations, and this reductionism
is necessary at this point to glimpse broad correlations. Further research and more samples will be
required afterwards to test the results of this paper. To explore agency, this research uses three proxy
variables based on where interviewees position themselves in the transition landscape, what political
attitude they adopt and how they value food. The former two variables are explained in detail with
extensive literature in Supplementary Materials whereas the valuation of food dimensions is discussed
below. The three variables are briefly summarized as follows:
(a)
(b)

The self-consideration of the position of the respondent’s food-related activity in the food system
transition landscape being either regime or niche, after the MLP theory.
The political stance of the food-related activity the interviewee is involved with—vis à vis the
(existing) food system—is defined here as reforming or transformative, being the latter split
into alter-hegemonic and counter-hegemonic. Reformers advocate for incremental changes,
adjustments and moderate shifts as long as the core features of the system remain untouched.
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Transformers seek a more profound and drastic change in structures, values and the balance of
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in the second half of the XX century [90]. In that sense, food is formally considered a binding
human right recognized under international law. The right to food protects the rights of all human
beings to feed themselves in dignity, either by producing their own food, by purchasing it or by
receiving it from welfare systems, as enshrined in Article 25 of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights [91] and Article 11 of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights [92].
Designating a good as a human right means under no jurisdiction and no circumstances may that
good be denied to anybody [93] (p. 120).
It is worth mentioning that during the same period, a parallel social construction was also built
up by economists around the public and private nature of goods, a classification based on just two
features (excludability and rivalry) that posited that food was a private good and thus an appropriate
candidate to be better allocated by market forces instead of public institutions [94]. However, those
two features are nothing but another social construct, and society can modify the (non)-rivalry and
(non)-excludability of goods that often become private or public as a result of deliberate policy
choices [95]. In the case of food, the excludability of a good that is so essential to human beings shall
be tempered by the compulsory fulfillment of a basic right to life if the specific moral grounds of any
given society in any given point of time are so considered.
Additionally, none can deny the importance of food as a foundational pillar of culture and
civilizations. Everything having to do with food, such as its collection, capture, cultivation, preparation
and consumption, represents a cultural act [96]. In many countries, social life pivots around meals,
and there are shared values about what is good food [97]. Not just society-wise, food is also central
to our identity as individuals and as members of a society [98]. For centuries, food was cultivated in
common and considered a mythological or sacred item, and fits production and distribution has been
(and still is) thus governed by non-market rules, being in many cases produced, distributed and eaten in
commons [99]. Food plays a key role in creating social bonds with relatives, friends and colleagues, since
humans tend to eat together (commensality), thus reflecting the social relationships of individuals [100].
Although today, most foods are derived from cultivated plants and domesticated animals,
a substantial part of the global human diet still comes from wild plants and animals.
Natural ecosystems are an almost unlimited source of edible plants and animals, ranging from game
and bush meat, fish and fowl, to vegetables, fungi or fruits [101]. In highly urbanized Europe, with
a deep penetration of industrial modes of food production, wild food is still consumed by more
than 100 million people and provided by more than 150 species [102]. The marine species represent
another interesting case to portray. Fish stocks, especially those in international waters, are generally
accepted as global commons [103], and the same assumption remains in place for fish stocks in coastal
areas, although termed as national commons [104]. With regard to ownership of nature’s resources,
the controversy on who owns, governs or has entitlements over natural food resources has a long
history, being a debate originally held by philosophers and rulers (i.e., Aristotle, Roman Emperors or
feudal lords; see [105,106]), but since Locke, being largely dominated by economists [107,108].
However, food dimensions do not stop here, as food is also a tradeable good since the origin of
settled agricultural societies. As explained earlier, food trade has existed since the beginning of human
settlements, but it was always tightly controlled by those in power (government) since food is a good
like no other. Food exchanges, monetized or not, were done under strict public governance and always
with the primary purpose of feeding people, since non-economic dimensions of food were also valued
and protected. Profit maximization was not the only driving ethos of food production and distribution,
but earning a living and feeding humanity. However, the commodification of food created an industry
of selling food just for profit, not for feeding.
Finally, food has also a public dimension that has not been so far properly valued, a dimension that
jointly with the others renders food as a commons and invalidates its treatment as a mono-dimensional
commodity. We subscribe that the consideration of any given good as private or public is a result
of “deliberate policy choices” made by any given society at any given period in history [95,109]
based on moral grounds, perceived needs, dominant paradigms, shared values and socially- and
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politically-derived agreements. Actually, public goods can be generated through collective choices
(i.e., voting in a referendum to declare water a public good to be enshrined in the Constitution,
such as the recent case in Slovenia) and be owned through private, public and collective proprietary
regimes [110] with different proprietary rights [108]. Public goods, in the political sense, can be
produced by governments because the market does not or because a society decides that all citizens
should have access to them because their social or economic benefits are important or essential,
regardless of the ability to pay. Food evidently qualifies as such. A regime that considers food
as a public good would be governed in a polycentric manner by food citizens [111] that develop
food democracies [112], which adequately value the different dimensions of food. Actually, the
development of “food citizenship”, in opposition to “food consumers”, requires moving beyond food
as a commodity [113].
5.2. Multidimensional Food as a Commons
There are multiple definitions of commons, being as diverse as the schools of thought that posit
them. Economic, political, legal and historical scholars have all produced definitions on the commons.
For the sake of this paper, commons are compounded by a resource and a governing community.
The resources—tangible and intangible—can be accessed and used by the community that governs
their management and steward their survival. The concept is applicable at the local, national and global
level, if the community notion is extended to the population of the planet. The consideration of food
as commons rests upon revalorizing the different food dimensions that are relevant to human beings,
thereby reducing the importance of the tradable dimension that has rendered it a mere commodity.
This multi-dimensionality endows this resource with the commons category. Food as a commons is
compounded by a resource (any living material, either produced naturally or cultivated, that may be
eaten by humans) and a governing community, which can be local (food buying groups), national
(collecting licenses for wild mushrooms or game hunting) or international (i.e., the International
Convention for the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas), and whose proprietary regimes may be private,
public or collective, being the primary goal to secure that all members participate in the governance
and the benefits of that resource. Every eater should have a saying in how the food resources are
managed (an idea that has been termed as food democracy), and every eater should be guaranteed
a fair and sufficient access to that resource, regardless of his/her purchasing power. The end-goal
of a food commons system should not be profit maximization, but increased food access, building
community and shortening the distance from field to table [114]. The food commons encompasses
ancient and recent history (customary valuations of food in different civilizations, as well as modern
and urban civic collective actions for food), a thriving alternative present (the myriad of alternative
food networks that share, barter and exchange food by means of non-monetized mechanisms) and
an innovative, utopian and just vision for the future [115].
Regarding the valuation of the six food dimensions, the assumption of this research is as follows:
(a)

(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

The recognition of these food dimensions is universal, whatever age, gender and culture (although
food as a human right is contested in some countries), but individuals differ in the weight and
priority assigned to each dimension.
Food dimensions matter to humans as they shape our relationship to food and food-producing
systems.
The valuation of food dimensions triggers human agency and the political stance vis à vis the
food system, being an important factor in separating a food consumer from a food citizen.
Societies value food dimensions differently in specific historical and geographical contexts
Food dimensions connect multiple elements and drivers that interplay in the food systems,
as well as other issues, such as biodiversity, climate change, gender and poverty.
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6. Materials and Methodology
Describing the Sample: Food System Professionals with Social Network Profiles as Agents of Change
The research hypothesis is that the way people value food is correlated with the political
stance vis à vis the existing food system adopted by individuals. In order to test that hypothesis,
the author decided to ask food-related professionals working in different institutions, countries and
socio-economic circumstances so as to pulse the dominant narratives of transition that can be found
in the landscape (using a terminology borrowed from the transition theory). This case study gathers
different actors having in common a strong interest in food, an influential role in the local, national
or international food systems and being active in social networks (they all have a TwitterTM profile
where they tweet on food-related issues). The interviewees are thus considered as agents of change and
members of a community of practice. A community of practice, after Lave and Wenger [116], is a group
of people who shares a craft or a profession (food issues here), and they share experiences over time,
common sense-making and self-regarding, either physically or virtually [117]. It is through the process
of sharing information and experiences that the members of this community learn from each other and
develop common discourses and shared values. Therefore, the food-related professionals active in
web-based social networks are part of a broad constituency that is trying to change the global food
system from within. They all have agency to steer the transition of the global food system, and they
choose food as a means of forging social and economic justice [118]. A questionnaire was sent to them
(see Supplementary Materials for the sampling methodology and the questionnaire).
The sample, in numerical terms, consists of 38 food activists in national or international NGOs,
25 food scholars, 15 civil servants in local, national and international institutions and 17 professionals
in for-profit food entities. There are social entrepreneurs and food activists working or volunteering
in social innovations geared towards improving the sustainability and fairness of food production
and consumption, paid professionals and civil servants working in institutions that exert a leverage
on the global governance of the food system (UN, EU, ministries, international and national NGOs),
academics (senior and PhD students) focused on analyzing the nuances of the food system and
innovative civic collective actions for food, either legally formed or self-regulated, that are building
alternative niches to the dominant industrial food system regime. The activists are mostly senior
professionals with more than 3 years of food-related experience (one fourth has actually an extensive
experience on food issues). Country wise, there are respondents from 21 countries in all regions,
U.S. (14), the U.K. (11) and Belgium (8) being the best represented and having only one respondent
from Africa (Kenya) and Asia (Indonesia). In Tables S3–S5 of Supplementary Materials there are lists
with the food actor’s position, institution and country. Regarding food activism, most of them (91.6%)
are socially-/environmentally-conscientious eaters, either choosing often local and organic food or
recycling and reducing waste (see Table S1 in Supplementary Material).
Within the self-described sectors of food activity, the not-for-profit sector prevails (see Table S1
in Supplementary Materials), with almost half of the respondents, the public sector represents one
third and the for-profit sector the least represented (17.9%). It is worth mentioning that this sample
does not include people working for agri-food companies, either big transnational corporations or
small-medium enterprises, which actually represents a limitation to interpret the results of this analysis.
The different agri-food corporations and private initiatives contacted (nearly 70) did not reply to the
questionnaire. This bias towards not-for-profit and public institutions (either state or civic) will be
considered in the analysis. In that sense, due to the methodological bias, the global sample cannot
pretend to depict the variety of food values and food policy beliefs that are present in the global
landscape (as food valuations by important players in the industrial food system are almost absent),
but to represent the dominant food policy beliefs in the two major types of alternatives to the dominant
industrial food discourse: the reformers and the transformers. Likewise, the reforming stance cannot
be split into two streams to fine-tune the analysis (i.e., neoliberal and gradual reformist), because the
neoliberal stream would surely be under-represented.
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7. Results
The descriptive statistical results of the three agency variables (position in the transition landscape,
political attitude and food valuation) plus the preferred food policy beliefs are presented in the
Supplementary Materials to avoid the excessive length of the main text. In this section, only the
correlation and regression analyses of the studied variables will be included.
7.1. Correlation Analysis
In order to understand the relationships between the three agency variables, univariate correlations
were done between the variables at first level. The self-placement in the transition landscape
(regime/niches) is not significantly correlated either to the political stance of the food-related activity
or to the valuation of different food dimensions (cf. Table 1). The respondents working in the regime
(N = 34) are equally likely to be gradual reformers (N = 12), counter-hegemonic transformers (N = 11)
or alter-hegemonic transformers (N = 11). However, the respondents from the niches (N = 61) are three
times more likely to be transformers (N = 48) than to be gradual reformers (N = 13) (cf Table S6a).
Yet, this correlation is not significant at the 95% level. Regarding the valuation of food, those working in
the regime are more likely to be multi-dimensional (N = 20) than mono-dimensional (N = 14), a situation
that is mirrored in the niches where multi-dimensionals (N = 39) almost double mono-dimensionals
(N = 22). From the transitional perspective, the self-described position of any given food activist in the
food system landscape cannot be significantly correlated with his/her political attitude vis à vis the
existing (or desirable) food system nor with his/her valuation of different food dimensions.
Table 1. Correlations amongst the agency variables.
MO
Mono-dimensional cluster (MO)
Multi-dimensional cluster (MT)
Regime (RE)
Niches (NI)
Gradual Reformer (GR)
Transformer (TR)

MT

RE

NI

GR

1
−0.152
0.152

1

TR

1
0.050
−0.050
0.272*
−0.272*

1
−0.050
0.050
−0.272 *
0.272 *

1
0.152
−0.152

1

* Correlations significant at 95% level.

On the contrary, the valuation of food (economic vs. non-economic dimensions) is significantly
correlated with the political stance vis à vis the food system (cf. Table 1). Those who consider themselves
as gradual reformers (N = 25) are positively correlated with the mono-dimensional valuation of food
(N = 15), whereas the transformers (N = 70) are significantly correlated with the multi-dimensional
valuation of food (N = 49) (cf Table S6b).
To fine tune this analysis, the initial agency variables where broken down into second level
variables (cf. Table 2). In this view, the self-placement in the transition landscape shows significant and
positive correlations with the political stance in two cases: the alter-hegemonic attitude is correlated
with revolutionary niches and counter-hegemonic actions with small-niches. It is worth mentioning
that those who describe their food-related activity as “a revolutionary niche” (N = 18) are more
prone to “build a different food system” (N = 12) than to “struggle against the existing one” (N = 3).
Conversely, those who “struggle against the system” in niches (N = 21) are more likely to consider
themselves more humbly as “small niches” (N = 11) and not as “revolutionary” (N = 3) (cf. Table 3).
With regard to the food dimensions, those who value food as a strongly mono-dimensional good
(N = 18) are significantly correlated with the political stance vis à vis the food system, positively in the
case of being a gradual reformer (N = 10) and negatively in the case of counter-hegemonic transformers
(N = 2) (cf Table S6b). Conversely, the multi-dimensional valuation of food (N = 59) is positively
correlated with counter-hegemonic transformers (N = 25) and negatively with gradual reformers
(N = 10). In this case, the alter-hegemonic political stance (N = 38) is not significantly correlated with
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any particular valuation of the food dimension. Those who seek to “build a different food system”
can be Strongly Mono-Dimensional (SMD) (N = 6), Mildly Mono-Dimensional (MMD) (N = 8) or
Multi-Dimensional (MTD) (N = 24). More specifically, the alter-hegemonic transformers working in
revolutionary niches (N = 12) are split into mono-dimensional (N = 3) and multi-dimensional (N = 9).
Finally, the intermediary group of those who value food as MMD (N = 18) is not significantly correlated
with any political stance or placement in the transition landscape.
Table 2. Correlations amongst the split agency variables.
SMD
Strongly Mono-Dimensional (SMD)
Mildly Mono-Dimensional (MMD)
Multi-Dimensional (MTD)
Regime (RE)
Small Niche (SNI)
Alternative Niche (ANI)
Revolutionary Niche (RNI)
Gradual Reformer (GR)
Alter-Hegemonic (AHT)
Counter-Hegemonic (CHT)

MMD

MTD

RE

SNI

ANI

RNI

GR

AHT

CHT

1
1

−0.024
0.001
−0.010
0.040
0.321 *
−0.065
−0.230 *

0.087
−0.128
0.116
−0.096
0.016
0.043
−0.060

1
−0.050
0.102
−0.085
0.045
−0.272 *
0.017
0.235 *

1
1
1
0.152
−0.116
−0.021

−0.145
−0.072
0.210 *

0.068
−0.040
−0.021

1
−0.105
0.263 *
−0.174

1
1
1

* Correlations significant at 95% level.

Table 3. Political stance and food valuation in niches (N=61).
Mono-Dimensional N = 22

Multi-Dimensional N = 39

Political stance vis à vis the
food system (self-placement)

N

Small-niche
N = 21

Gradual reformer
Counter-hegemonic
Alter-hegemonic

3
11
7

2
2
2

1
9
5

Alternative
N = 22

Gradual reformers
Counter-hegemonic
Alter-hegemonic

7
7
8

5
5
5

2
2
3

Revolutionary
N = 18

Gradual reformer
Counter-hegemonic
Alter-hegemonic

3
3
12

2
1
3

1
2
9

Self-placement in the
transition landscape

7.2. Regression Analysis
Finally, a regression analysis was carried out (cf. Table 4) between the only agency variable
(valuation of food) that is significantly correlated with political attitude, the preferred food policy
beliefs that are significantly different and the other independent variables (country, age, gender,
food-related experience, self-described sector of food activities and personal involvement in food
activities). Additionally, two questions from the pairwise list were also included, as they proved
to be relevant. Multiple regressions have been run by using different combinations of variables,
and Table 4 presents the combinations that better represent the outcome variable. Although the
regression does not explain causal relationships, the gradual reforming attitude is positively and
strongly correlated with a strongly mono-dimensional valuation of food as a commodity and a middle
age public sector employee that defends two dominant mantras so characteristic of the industrial
agriculture paradigm, namely “the current food system is capable of producing sustainable food” and
“food has to be beautiful and cheap”, chiefly to facilitate food access (lowering the price) to urban
consumers, disregarding rural producers. As those respondents are arguably concerned with the
sustainability of the current food system, they work to improve the situation by supporting gradual
reforms that merely adjust the system flaws and reverse the side-effects, since the system is capable of
producing better food without the need of a drastic change. It is worth mentioning that members of
this group are negatively correlated with “being part of a group to increase public awareness”, which
may suggest that they are not particularly active food activists. The list of respondents that fit with
this group is presented in Supplementary Materials (cf Table S10).
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Table 4. Regression analysis with food valuation and other independent variables.
Dependent Variable: Political Stance
via à vis the Food System
Gradual Reformers
N = 25 (against 70)

Counter-Hegemonic Transformers
N = 32 (against 63)

Signif

Coef.

Signif.

Coef.

Independent agency variables
Valuation of food (confronting economic
and non-economic dimensions)

Food policy beliefs

Strongly Mono-dimensional

(+) ***

1.8822

Multi-dimensional

(+) **

0.8109

Current food system capable of
producing sustainable food

(+) ***

1.5076

Living organisms (seeds or genes) shall not be patented
by individuals or corporations

(+) ***

1.4797

Food has to be beautiful and cheap

(+) ***

1.2485

Freedom from hunger is a human right as important as
the right not to be tortured

(+) **

0.8400

0.5344

Hunger stricken country

(+) ***

1.4226

Control variables
Country

Hunger stricken country

(+)

Age

Age between 31–50

(+) **

1.0998

Age above 50

(-)

0.3354

Gender

Male

(+)

0.5327

Male

(+)

0.1632

Food related experience

Between 3–10 years of experience

(-) **

0.7608

More than 10 y

(+)

0.0171

Self-described sector of food activities

Public sector

(+) **

0.8536

Self-regulated collective action Informal arrangement

(+) ***

1.1255

Personal involvement in food activities

Being part of a group to increase
public awareness

(-) **

0.8363

Sensitizing close relatives

(+)

0.3762

Probability > F = 0.0007
Observations N = 95

Probability > F = 0.0008
Observations N = 95

Note: Maximum likelihood estimates of the probit models. Significance (Signif.) *** statistically significant at the 1%, ** statistically significant at the 5% level. The numbers in the table are
the coefficients (Coef.) of the regression equation. Note that the table shows associations, not necessarily causal relationships.
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On the other side, the counter-hegemonic transformative attitude is strongly correlated with
the multi-dimensional valuation of food as a commons and a job in a self-regulated collective action
with informal arrangements in a hunger-stricken country (i.e., civil society in the Global South).
Two human-rights and commons-based policy beliefs are strongly preferred by this group, namely
the opposition against patents on living organisms and the preference of freedom from hunger as
a human right. In this regression, age, gender, food-related experience or personal involvement in
food activities (either as self-producer, committed consumer or food activist) do not seem to have
explanatory power to determine the political attitude vis à vis the existing food system and the
valuation of food dimensions. The list of respondents that corresponds to this profile is presented in
Supplementary Materials (cf Table S11).
8. Discussion
This research examines the links between the valuation of food, the transformative attitudes,
the self-positioning in the transitional landscape and the preferred food policy beliefs of a community
of practice formed by food-related professionals active in social networks. The estimated total size
of this community is counted in millions, and therefore, the sample is far from being representative.
Moreover, it is rather diverse, coming from 21 countries and more than 85 different institutions,
although most of them are aware food consumers and two thirds committed food activists. Yet, this
diversity may be considered a good representation of individuals working in the global food system,
therefore sampling the values and shared beliefs on food found at landscape level. This research shall
thus be seen as a first case-study with direct interviews on how people value food (either as a commons
or a commodity) and how and if this valuation shapes food policy options and political attitudes.
The main weaknesses of the sample lays in the low representation of professionals working
in the for-profit sector (only 17.9%), whereas one third is working in the public sector (33.7%), and
almost half of the respondents are situated in the not-for profit third sector (48.4%). That unequal
distribution in the respondent’s institution profit-orientation seems to be correlated to the lower
figures of mono-dimensional respondents. However, this correlation has not been further explored in
this paper.
8.1. Great Diversity in the Regime and Niches Is Not Always Transformational
Common sense states that people working in the regime would trend to maintain the status
quo. Yet, contrary to expectations grounded on transition literature [119,120], our research shows the
respondents working in the regime (mostly in not-for profit institutions) can adopt diverse attitudes
to change the food system (reformist, counter-hegemonic or alter-hegemonic), being none more
likely than the others. Therefore, gradual reformers are not dominant in the regime. Besides, gradual
reformers are equally split between the regime and niches. Finally, the valuation of food is not so
evidently biased towards mono-dimensionality (41.2%), with multi-dimensionality still prevailing
(58.8%). Therefore, the regime encompasses a great diversity of political attitudes and food valuations.
Platitudes, generalities and stereotypes mask a more complex relationship between individual attitudes,
institutional mandates and self-regarding.
On the other side, the niches are supposed to be loci of contestation [121], which is confirmed
in this research as the respondents from the niches being three times more likely to be transformers
than to be gradual reformers, as expected by the literature —however, the correlation is not significant,
which may be due to the sample diversity, the low representation of the private sector, the low sample
size or any other statistical artefacts. Yet, 21.3% of niche respondents only aim to reform the regime.
The valuation of food as a multi-dimensional resource almost doubles the mono-dimensional valuation,
although the figures are not statistically significant.
Working in regime institutions or so-called alternative niches is not significantly correlated with
any specific political stance or food valuations. Not all confrontational or revolutionary food activists
are working in the fringes, nor do all regime civil servants see food as a commodity and just want
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to maintain the status quo by promoting minimal reforms. It is important to notice that reformers
and transformers can be found either in the dominant regime or in the innovative niches, as the
self-perception of anyone’s position in the food system transition and the political stance vis à vis
the dominant narratives are personal attitudes and do not necessarily correspond to the institutional
mandate or the real political decisions. Actually, the dominant regime accepts a certain amount of
deviation from the hegemonic narrative and plurality of actions within the main transition pathway
(i.e., organic niches, waste reduction), whereas the innovative niches (by default, aimed at changing or
modifying the regime performance) present different degrees of confrontation with the regime, from
gradual reforming to radical reversing, from working in fringes to embedding [16].
Within the same organization, multiple individual attitudes vis à vis the transition in the food
system may be harbored. In that sense, transformative collective actions for food do not escape from
having internal contradictions with regard to political attitudes [16], as we have seen in this study,
with members of civic collective actions having a mono-dimensional view of food as a commodity
(i.e., citizen initiative “Despertemos Guatemala” or Disco Soup Paris and Lille).
8.2. Valuation of Food Is Correlated with Political Attitudes in Food Transitions
However diverse the sample may be, the results respond to the first question of this research
and show that the way each food professional values food, either as a commons or as a commodity,
is significantly correlated with the political attitude adopted vis à vis the food system, regardless
of the self-assigned position of the respondent’s institution in the transition landscape. Those who
consider themselves as gradual reformers, either working in the regime or in niches, are positively
correlated with the mono-dimensional valuation of food, whereas the transformers, either alter or
counter-hegemonic, are significantly correlated with the multi-dimensional valuation of food as
a commons. Due to the sample size and statistical limitations, causal analysis cannot be inferred
(the results cannot claim that those who see food as a mono-dimensional good adopt a reformist
attitude in the food system, or vice versa), but the relationships are relevant. An important cautionary
reminder: this relationship apply to members of not-for-profit institutions and public workers, and it
cannot be extrapolated to private sector professionals. Further research is needed to further understand
the private sector attitudes.
Deepening the analysis, those who value food as a strongly mono-dimensional good (the hardliners
of food as a pure commodity) are positively correlated with gradual reformers and negatively with
the counter-hegemonic transformers. Conversely, the defenders of a multiple-valuation of food as
a commons are positively correlated with counter-hegemonic transformers and negatively with gradual
reformers. It is worth mentioning that the alter-hegemonic transformers (those who seek to “build
a different food system”) are not significantly correlated with any particular valuation of the food
dimension, nor any locus in the transition landscape, and yet, they often tend to consider themselves as
working in “revolutionary niches”. As expected, the intermediary and diverse group of those who
value food as mildly mono-dimensional (that could also be interpreted as mildly-multidimensional)
cannot be correlated to any political stance or placement in the transition landscape.
8.3. Alter- and Counter-Hegemonic Attitudes Challenge the Regime Differently
Although alter- and counter-hegemonic attitudes are both considered innovative and
transformative, the way they challenge the system differs, and that may be partially explained by the
different valuation of food they hold. Many alter-hegemonic professionals, whose attitude can be
defined as alternative or interstitial, are aware of the major fault lines of the current system, but at the
same time recognize the paramount difficulties to change the dominant regime, so they prefer to work
through incremental erosion (i.e., Food Cardiff, Food Ethics Council), in fringes not fully explored by
the regime (i.e., Commons Strategies Group, Australian Food Sovereignty Alliance), ignoring the state
(i.e., Food Guerrilla, Commonsfest), locally (i.e., Group de Consum Ecologic I local del Terraprim) and
doing things rather than protesting (i.e., Local Organic Food Co-ops Network). Generally speaking,
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they rather prefer building a different food system at the local level that satisfies their aspirational
goals and the day-to-day access to healthy and fair food.
On the other side, the counter-hegemonic position seeks to uproot deep structures and build
a new configuration based on different values. The position is thus quite political, denouncing flaws
and inequalities and having a marked normative contestation [122]. The results confirm this definition
since the normative (and different) valuation of food as a commons is positively and significantly
correlated with this group and not with the alter-hegemonic one. Our results are also aligned with
Johnston [114], who stated that reclaiming the commons characterized the counter-hegemonic potential
of food-related activities. Actually, civic collective actions for food—food-related actions promoted by
individual people, civic movements (legally formed or self-regulated) or formal non-governmental
organizations that seek to produce, transform, distribute and consume food differently from the
industrial food system—where citizens are devoting leisure time to food-related activities have
been termed as counter-hegemonic [123], as they are innovative in their means, values, governance
systems and institutional setup, develop alternative narratives to the dominant regime, and many
of them seek to challenge, disrupt, modify or replace the regime practices, these days epitomized
by the industrial food system. In our sample, the following respondents represent that group well:
Souper Saturday, Incredible Edible Bratislava, Slow Food Youth Network, Confitures Re-belles, Re-bon
Gleaning Network, Proyecto AliMente, Falling Fruit and Part-time Carnivore.
Plenty of scholars [16,114,124] have pointed out that the alter-hegemonic attitude may not be
transformative enough, since it does not question the structural principles of neoliberal markets.
This constituency may inadvertently reinforce the “neoliberal narrative” through: (a) their discursive
emphasis on personal responsibility, voluntary action, competition and efficiency [125]; (b) de-politicizing
food politics and placing the transformative agency on the shoulders of conscientious consumers,
innovative entrepreneurs and well-intended volunteers [126]; (c) emphasizing entrepreneurial solutions
and local market linkages, thus obscuring the importance of state duties and citizen entitlements [127];
and (d) having a local focus rather than a national one [128], thus contributing to the process of devolution
often associated with neoliberalism [129]. By de-politicizing food politics, these initiatives conform with
the discourse that re-labels citizens with a right to food guaranteed by the State into consumers with
food choices and responsibilities. There are 14 respondents that consider themselves alter-hegemonic
and yet do align with the neoliberal narrative of food as a commodity (see Table S5 in Supplementary
Materials). Among those, one can find social entrepreneurs, ministerial officers, European university
researchers, international NGOs and members of food councils.
8.4. Combining Agency with Food Policy Beliefs
Regarding the second question (policy beliefs associated with valuations of food), the analysis
shows that only two policy beliefs out of 12 (16.6%) are significantly different between the strongly
mono-dimensionals (SMD) and the multi-dimensionals (MTD), but both fit with the “a priori” expected
pattern. Although food policy belief preference is rather dispersed, logically mirroring the sample
diversity, some significant patterns have been identified that link the mono-dimensional cluster with
the non-preference of certain food policy beliefs that clearly challenge the dominant narrative of the
neoliberal industrial food system, such as “banning financial speculation of food products” [130],
“prohibiting patents on living organisms” [131] or “establishing Universal Food Programmes to
guarantee food to those who cannot afford it” [132] (see Tables S8 and S9 in Supplementary Materials).
In all of the relative preferences and in half the absolute ones, the mildly-mono-dimensionals
(MMD) score between the SMD and the MTD except in one very striking policy belief, the consideration
that “Food and nutrition security is a global public good”, where SMD preferences are similar to
MTD ones (around 72%) and much higher than MMD preferences. This policy belief emerges as the
most preferred by the most contrasting groups. It is rather awkward to see the commodity hardliners
defend that food policy belief. Usually, the only food-related elements that were accepted by the
neoliberal mainstream as global public goods were those that facilitate free trade and transboundary
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competition [133] (p. 43), such as binding WTO agreements, mechanisms to guarantee stability in
food markets [134] and strategic food grain reserves [135]. Global public goods are goods that are
governed in a common manner as they are beneficial for every human being [95]. Although providing
an explanation is beyond the scope of this paper, one suggestive justification may lay in the world
“global” that firstly deviates from the idea of food as a public good at the local or national level,
positioning the debate to international fora where binding obligations become often diluted; and
secondly, it conveys a moral meaning where many people can find a common ground (“food is
important for individuals and societies”; “food is a special resource”), but by being global, it does not
threaten the institutional set up of the current national food systems. It is perceived as desirable
and harmless and, at the same time, being a beautiful aspirational sentence that fits well with
a socially-desirable response with no practical implications (at least not in the respondent’s view).
9. Conclusions
The dominant narrative in the industrial food system justifies food to be produced at the
lowest cost and to be sold where the utilities are the highest, disregarding social and environmental
consequences. Since this system is in crisis, perhaps time has come to think outside the permitted ideas
and value food as a commons to be governed for everybody’s interest. Once the way we see food is
modified, policies, legal frameworks, incentives and governance arrangements will also change.
This paper explains the normative consideration of food as a multi-dimensional commons, with
six economic and non-economic dimensions that are equally relevant to human beings. Due to that
relevance, food cannot be solely left to money-mediated profit-seeking rules for production, allocation
and access. This consideration is a political social construct, and we have explored how relevant it
may be to sustain transformative alternatives of transition.
It is worth mentioning that this social construct is at odds with the most prominent alternative
discourses that are confronting the hegemonic productivist narrative. After an exhaustive scrutiny
(see Vivero-Pol for a systematic review of scholarly literature [136]), only a few authors that consider
food as a commons have been found [137,138]. Citizens and consumers accept as “normal” the social
construct privileged by the elites that justifies the commodification of food, and thus, the manufacturing
of consent emerges from a bottom-up normalization [14,139].
This research has found that the socially-constructed view of “food as a commodity” is associated
with the reformist attitude, no matter where the person positions himself/herself (regime or niches).
Conversely, “food as a commons” is a belief associated with the counter-hegemonic transformative
attitude. Exceptions can be found in each group, and yet, the correlations are strongly significant
and commonsensical.
The results contribute to agency-sensitive analysis in food transitions by validating the hypothesis
that the way food professionals value food is related to the political attitude with regard to the existing
food system and its transition trajectories, although no causality can be inferred by this sample. In other
words the normative consideration of food shapes the priorities for action (political attitude) and,
to a certain extent, specific food policies we support/accept (preferred policy beliefs). Since beliefs and
values drive transition pathways, the consideration of food as a commons will certainly open up new
policy options and regenerative claims in the future.
Moreover, the hegemonic consideration of food as a commodity is challenged from within and
outside. Multiples loci of resistance with counter-hegemonic attitudes are challenging the hegemonic
paradigm. These diverse people in rather diverse institutions have a set of shared food policy beliefs
and a convergent regard of food as a commons. If power is exercise in multiple locations with
paradigms normalizations, counter-hegemonic resistance defending food as a commons requires
multiple projects to de-normalize the assumed paradigm associated with the hegemonic industrial
food system.
The multiple valuation of food as a commons may enrich the diversity of transformative
alternatives (food justice, food sovereignty, de-growth, commons, epistemologies from the South,
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transition towns, veganism, right to food, food security, nutrition transition), including those more
transformative or more reformist. The commodification of food will consist of a long-term incremental
process to dismantle the absolute reliance on market logic [114], a process that is led by transnational
food movements in the international arena [140], but that needs to be complemented and re-enforced
by local food movements working in customary and contemporary alter- and counter-hegemonic
niches in order to build a “globalization from below” [141]. Eat locally, but re-claim globally.
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